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This presentation discusses a technical environment created by the UT Austin Villa team for
using Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) to learn to walk / run in the RoboCup 3D simulation
environment. We have developed a custom OpenAI Gym [2] environment in Python, that connects
to the 3DSim platform via network sockets. By wrapping the task in such an environment, we may
apply existing deep RL libraries — which are mostly written in Python — to the existing C++
simulation software.

Fig. 1. left: the 3D simulation environment. right: the gym-like environment.

The code is organized as follows. We first create a C++ API for interacting with the 3DSim
software. This API is used to provide relevant information for the environment, such as the state
space and the reward function. We then interface with C++ API through a separate Python process.
The Python process creates an instance of a custom Gym environment that provides the states and
actions as vectorized values.

We hope that our custom Gym environment will enable the RoboCup community to leverage
recent advances in deep RL to improve skills in the 3D simulation environment for which there have
already been some promising results [1,3]. We also hope that our Gym environment will encourage
the deep RL research community to adopt 3DSim as a benchmark task. We intend to release the
Gym environment as an addition to the UT Austin Villa base code release.1
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